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Mr . NICK MAZZA, Office Manager, J . R . Michels, Inc .,

NO 89-69/,Jab
442 Canal Street, New Orleans, Louisiana, stated that he had
no personal recollection of LEE HARVEY OSWALD and has made2 inquiry among the current employees of his company and has no

Exchange Place, soeis.l Securfty Kimter 433-34-3537, listing one who has the slightest recollection of OSWALD .
position as office bcy at a rate of $130 per month . This MAZZA stated that he has searched the records of his
record also listed OSWALD as single . The other available firm and was only able to locate a U. S . Treasury form W4 which
record was the W-4 form, employee withholding exemption lists the following information ;certificate . This certificate shows the name o." LEE HARVEY
OSWALD, 126 Exchange Plsca, Social Security N~bsr 433-54-3937

Employee's Name LEE HARVEY OSWALDdated November 12, 1555 signed In poncil LEE OSWALD . Mr . Employee's Residence 126 Exchange Place
TUJAGUE advised that th?.s form was prepared in the hand- Social Security No . 433-54-3937
writing of LEE OSWALD and that this was tho on,7 document he Exemptions 1has at this time which was prepared by OSWALD . Date January 17, 1956

Mr . TUJACUE aev!.sed that to the best of his
to him by Mr . MAZZA stated that OSWALD worked there for twoknowledge he believed LEE OSWALD was recommended weeks as an office boy and runner . The records contain no

one of several employment agencies, enumerating the Louisiana
additional information and the reason for OSWALD's terminationUnemployment Bureau, Apex Employment Service ar.d Bee of employment is not recorded or known .Robertson's Employment Service . Mr . TUJAGUE advised that

he is not sure as to the reason for OSWALD resigning, however,
he believes it may have been due to the fact that he was
either drafted or joined the armed forces or possibly to
obtain a better job as he does recall OSWALD complaining
about the fact that this type of work was too strenuous .

Mr . TUJAGUE advised that he will search his
records for possible cancelled checks as well as time cards
and would contact Agents if same are located . Mr . TUJAGUE
requested that the payroll sheets and withholding form be
returned to him when no longer needed by the FBI .

Mr . TUJAGUE further advised that he has con-
tacted each of his employees and determined that none of these
individuals were friendly with OSWALD either during office
hours or after work . He advised that each of them told him
they were not able to give any specific details as to the
personal life of OSWALD nor were they acquainted with any of
OSWALD's friends or associates since they themselves did not
associate with OSWALD during this short period of employment
of three months either in the office or after office hours . CDmission Exhibit No . 2228 -

Mr . TUJAGUE advised he would make available the
mimes of all of these employees and their home addresses
so they might be interviewed . Corcerning the check of his
records for time cards and cancelled checks he will make 11/26/63 New Orleans, Louisiana NO 89-69
these available if they can be located .
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